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 The idling semi truck sat at Fontbonne University’s loading 
dock Dec. 10, ready and waiting for some weighty cargo —  
some 22,000 books headed to the tiny Central American 
country of Belize.
 The Fontbonne men’s basketball team provided the muscle 
needed to get more than 350 boxes of books loaded onto the 
tractor trailer. The tomes would eventually end up dispersed 
among 13 villages in Punta Gorda, Belize, where the Jesuits 
plan to build libraries.
 The Belize connection came about after Dr. Nancy Blattner, 
Fontbonne vice president and dean for academic affairs, 
traveled to Belize last spring as part of a project to educate 
Belizean teachers how to screen and assess preschool-age 
children for speech-language issues and other disabilities.
 Dr. Blattner heard about Father Dick Perl, a St. Louis Jesuit, 
working in the poorest district in Belize, and who also has a 
niece attending Fontbonne. Father Perl shared his dream of 
establishing a few libraries in Belize. Soon after, Dr. Blattner, her 
husband, and friends hatched the idea to begin collecting books.
 The effort began to take hold on Fontbonne’s campus in the  
fall when a faculty member, Dr. Sarah Huisman, an assistant 
professor and director of Fontbonne’s early childhood program, 
coined the phrase “Books for Belize.” She then challenged 
faculty and staff at Fontbonne to collect and donate books, 
setting an aggressive goal of 25,000 books. Soon, in addition 
to on-campus donations, faculty and staff were reaching out 
to other organizations in the community.
 One of Dr. Huisman’s classes — of only 11 students — 
collected 2,000 books. “In my early childhood courses, we 
discussed the disparity of children that are in situations of low
socioeconomic status and how they do not have access to these 
books,” Dr. Huisman explained. “As advocates for children 
and as future teachers, they realized it is important that all 
children have equal access to good children’s literature.”
 
 
   Meanwhile, Dr. Blattner’s husband and friends, who live in  
Cape Girardeau, Mo., did their part as well. In fact, several  
thousand more books were picked up there. The transportation 
was being provided free-of-charge by a local Cape Girardeau 
company, Genesis Transportation.
 “I can think of no better way for the Fontbonne community, 
and all others who were involved, to make a difference in the 
world,” Dr. Blattner said. “The education and the lives  
of children in Belize will be affected for years to come.”
OVERFLOW
Like a jam-packed Christmas tree, this issue of Tableaux threatened to burst its seams. So, I’m 
giving up my space this issue to bring you a heart-warming story perfect for that post-holiday 
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“I can think of no better way for the Fontbonne 
community ... to make a difference in the world.”
— Dr. Nancy Blattner
Fontbonne students Katie Clark (left) and Jessica Carr help orgainze and 
pack numerous books headed for Punta Gorda, Belize.
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 As clocks hit midnight Jan. 1, 2000, people around the globe held their breath.  
When information servers didn’t shut down and computers didn’t crash, the world realized 
that it was ready for the Internet age. The dot com bubble was about to burst and would 
eventually leave technology gurus and online experts with time on their hands.  
The Internet had nowhere to go but up.
 Fontbonne University had, of course, survived the infamous Y2K countdown, but the 
Internet wasn’t necessarily an integral part of everyday life at 6800 Wydown Boulevard. 
Sure, the school had a Web site, but for the most part, the vast real estate potential found 
online remained untapped by institutions like Fontbonne. 
 As the World Wide Web — and technology in general — expanded, communication  
became faster and easier, and information was seemingly limitless.  




 Today, use of the Internet is de rigueur at 
Fontbonne. The university is reaching out 
to Generation Y with all the tools these 
millennial teens use every day. Expansive 
and seemingly ubiquitous, their world is 
one of blogs, podcasts, instant messaging 
tools, social and professional networking 
communities, and streaming videos. It’s 
fast-paced and instantaneous.
 “I’ve always loved technology,” said  
             Kit Breshears, Fontbonne’s  
     Web content and  
       marketing manager.  
        “It’s such an important  
           part of the educational 
             process. It’s fantastic  
               that there’s so much 
     out there right  
       now — it really  
         helps us meet  
           our goals.  
             And social  
               media 
allows the students to use the technology 
that they’re comfortable with already.”
 Currently, Breshears and his colleagues 
are employing numerous social media 
tools to help them engage and connect 
with both potential and current students. 
Through their efforts, Fontbonne has 
customized pages on social media Web 
sites, such as Facebook, MySpace, Xanga, 
MiGente, Badoo and BlackPlanet — all 
different applications reaching different 
demographics. The school can be found 
“tweeting” (sending messages) on  
Twitter.com, posting short videos on 
YouTube (a video sharing Web site), and 
even posting journal entries on its Web 
log (blog). Each of these tools is explained 
on a specially designed Fontbonne Web 
page — www.fontbonne.edu/reallife —  
where visitors can link, explore and interact.
 “The tools work because they engage 
the students where they spend time,” said  
Jim Durbin, vice president of social media 
at Durbin Media, a St. Louis-based 
interactive marketing firm, in an e-mail 
interview. “Facebook and cell phones are 
the tools of choice for students, and in 25 
percent of cases, students prefer Facebook 
messaging to e-mail. The more that they 
use these tools, the more important it is for 
educators to meet them where they live.”
 The inherent benefit of social media 
lies in the fact that it naturally develops 
conversations within communities of 
people who share the same interests or 
have common goals. It allows participants 
to explore ideas and information freely 
and honestly. Research shows that members 
of Generation Y are skeptical of traditional 
advertising and are more inclined to make 
choices based on what their peers have to 
say rather than to what marketers attest. 
And social media allows them to interact 
and make comments themselves, sharing 
their own opinions and offering feedback 
for others. 
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 Rachel Hanson, a sophomore studying 
communications at Fontbonne, believes 
that social media is the best way to 
communicate with her peers. 
 “Facebook is definitely the most effective 
media tool in getting in touch with students 
my age. More students are likely to check 
Facebook than they are to check their 
school e-mail,” said Hanson, who is a 
part-time student worker in the Fontbonne 
communications and marketing department 
and helps with social media marketing. 
“Within two weeks of creation, the 
Fontbonne Facebook fan page received 70 
fans without any additional advertisements. 
The results explain themselves.”
 A passionately involved member of 
the campus community, Hanson travels 
the campus with a Flip Camcorder, 
a lightweight, digital video recorder, 
interviewing students on a variety of 
colorful topics, such as their favorite 
aspects of Fontbonne, their majors, and  
what they do for fun on campus or around 
the city. She then posts those videos to the 
university’s YouTube channel where they 
can be viewed by potential students  
looking for a glimpse into life at Fontbonne. 
Conversely, videos and blogs give current 
students the opportunity to individually 
share and communicate their personal 
experiences. 
 “The Internet is the most readily available 
media to spread the word of our small but  
incredible school,” Hanson wrote in a 
recent article on social media for the 
student newspaper, the Fontbanner. “Our  
society thrives on the Internet; real students 
from the university should too.”
 Of course, everyone gathers information 
differently, so the university hasn’t given 
up on traditional forms of outreach. The 
university still produces and distributes 
postcards, brochures, magazines and 
newsletters. But each printed piece sends  
readers to the Fontbonne Web site for more 
information or a different perspective. 
 Still, a key benefit of using social media 
as a marketing tool, said Breshears, is its 
ability to reach people of all backgrounds, 
ages and lifestyles — essentially for free.  
Social media allows Fontbonne to cost- 
effectively connect with potential students  
around the world and right in its own  
backyard, expanding interest, cultivating 
loyalty and participating in the 
conversation. 
 Breshears believes that one of the best  
features of Fontbonne University is its 
authenticity. “Students are very excited to  
be here. Hearing from them or seeing them 
[in a video] is so much more powerful than 
putting a quote on a Web page,” he said  
emphatically. “They get the fact that 
Fontbonne is real — the university’s 
caring and compassion comes through. 
With social media, we’re marketing the 
Fontbonne brand, but we’re also showing 





by Kylie Shafferkoetter and Mark E. Johnson
 It was a light bulb moment for Alattas,  
a May 2008 graduate of Fontbonne 
University’s international master’s in 
business administration program.
 “This particular manager had an MBA 
from the United States, and he changed 
our processes to make the business more  
profitable,” says Alattas, who was born  
and raised in Yemen. “He made me want  
to come to the U.S. for an education, too.”
 After graduating from Zarka University  
in Jordan and working almost five years 
in the finance department of a Saudi 
construction company, Alattas ventured 
to the University of Oregon for English 
as a Second Language (ESL) classes. 
He was nervous about how Americans 
might treat a Muslim man post 9/11. 
 “I was afraid of a new culture at first, 
but people were very accepting, and 
then I was fine,” the 31-year-old says.  
“I lived with a family in Eugene, 
Oregon. We are still close.”
 While in Oregon, and now joined by 
his wife, Areej, Alattas made a decision 
to experience American culture without 
rejecting his Muslim faith. “If you just 
keep your culture and don’t share in 
a new culture, you will not learn from 
others,” he says. “I went to parties (but 
did not drink). By going, it helped me to 
experience this culture and make friends 
and keep the best things in my culture.”
 Alattas began to look for a master’s 
degree program. A friend from Saudi 
Arabia living in St. Louis told him good 
things about the Gateway City.
 “I found Fontbonne University online,”  
he says.  “I talked to Rebecca Bahan, 
director of international affairs. She has  
been to the Middle East and made me  
feel comfortable because she understood 
my culture and had seen it first hand.”
 Allaying fears and concerns is a major 
priority for Fontbonne staff and faculty  
who recruit, support and teach 
international students. “We know there 
can be a lot of anxieties and questions,” 
Bahan says. “Many of us have traveled 
to various countries and it helps us 
understand the perspectives of these 
students. They really appreciate the 
connection we make with them and  
the support system we have in place.”
 Once enrolled at Fontbonne, Alattas 
had only one concern — the size. “I was 
worried that Fontbonne was too small,”  
he says. His concerns were put to rest  
while at a Chinese New Year celebration 
held annually on campus. “Dr. Golden  
(Fontbonne’s president) said to me, 
‘Muhammed, where can you learn more, 
with 50-plus students in a class or 10?’ 
I said ‘10’ of course. He convinced me.  
That interaction made Areej and I feel  
comfortable and important to the school.”
 What also made them feel at home 
was the freedom to practice their Muslim 
faith. “I practiced prayer in the prayer 
room or the chapel. We feel really free  
here even though we are from a different  
culture,” says Alattas, who was invited 
to speak with two religion classes at 
Fontbonne and was also the featured 
student speaker at the international 
commencement ceremony. “I realized 
we need a bridge to connect the Middle 
East to the West. People here don’t know 
a lot about Muslims, but they respect 
you no matter what color or religion you 
are. This is why people like America.”
 Fontbonne’s international MBA 
program is fashioned similarly to the 
traditional MBA, but with special 
attention given to language challenges, 
housing and special cultural events.
 “The issues discussed and the 
application of different cultures is  
enriched by these students and what  
they have to offer,” says Mark Alexander, 
assistant chairperson for Fontbonne’s 
new College of Global Business and 
Professional Studies. “It is very exciting 
for me as an instructor in these courses.”
 Fontbonne recently launched a new  
graduate marketing degree specifically 
aimed at international MBA students, 
according to Alexander. “This is a great  
program for graduates who want to  
further their studies in a specific field  
that has shown a need for talented  
managers in a global trade environment,”  
Alexander says. 
 Alattas, however, won’t be pursuing 
additional schoolwork for now. Since 
graduating, he landed a supervisor 
position with Citibank in St. Louis. He 
says his coursework and instructors 
prepared him to be a successful 
manager. “I learned a lot about business  
finance,” he says. “And the instructors 
are good at dealing with international 
students. Many have experience 
in different cultures. They make us 
comfortable and don’t get upset if we 
do something culturally different.”
 Alattas hopes to return to Saudi Arabia  
after a year or so to be closer to family. 
But, he says, he will take his Fontbonne 
education with him wherever he goes.
“ . . . the instructors are good at dealing with international students.  
Many have experience in different cultures. They make us comfortable and don’t  
get upset if we do something culturally different.”  – Muhammed Alattas
 Muhammed Alattas used to fetch coffee for his bosses in Saudi Arabia. One day, a  
new manager decided the people who reported to him were not his personal baristas  
but, instead, valued employees who could help the business thrive if managed differently.
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theDream            Makersby Joyce Romine
The original five alumnae who crafted the framework  
for the new women’s giving circle at Fontbonne:  
(left to right) Nina Bryans, Kate Gunn, Carol Spehr  
(seated), DeDe Caspari, and Karen Castellano.
    e’ve all heard about 
groups of employees who  
pooled their money to buy  
lottery tickets, then hit the  
jackpot and split the winnings.
 In that same spirit, a group 
of women are merging their 
assets — and collective  
passion — for an endeavor 
that’s making a very personal 
impact at Fontbonne University  
and around the world.
 The Fontbonne Community Connection  
(FCC) is a new women’s giving circle that 
funds projects proposed by Fontbonne staff, 
faculty, students or student organizations.
 “We’re a group of like-minded women 
who want to make a difference and have a 
voice,” says Carol Spehr ’63, the FCC chair. 
“It’s about women connecting with women — 
this is the magic.”
W
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GETTING OFF THE GROUND
 In the summer of 2007, Marilyn Sheperd, vice president, and  
Kay Barnes, now assistant vice president, both of the institutional 
advancement department, planted a seed for the giving circle 
concept. By November, five Fontbonne alumnae, including Spehr, 
Nina Bryans ’57, DeDe Caspari ’66, Karen Castellano ’98, and 
Kathleen Gunn ’65 began crafting the group’s framework and 
recruiting members. Now at 60 members, the group is well on 
the way toward reaching its goal of 100 members by June.
 Spehr says membership continues to grow — despite the 
economy — and that not all are Fontbonne alumnae. “It’s the 
power of women who believe in higher education making a 
connection,” she says. “And friends are telling friends. Women 
tell me they’ve been looking for something like this for a long 
time. They want to be part of it to make a difference in the 
world. And that passion is contagious.”
 Fontbonne appears to be at the forefront of a movement 
nationally. According to authors Lisa Witter and Lisa Chen, who  
co-wrote the book, “The She Spot,” women want to feel part of a 
movement, to be connected to something larger than themselves. 
The authors say it’s less important for women to be the biggest  
donor in the room and more important to feel they are contributing 
side-by-side with others, accumulating power by numbers.
 “By pooling our funds, our individual gifts take on the impact 
of a much larger gift,” Caspari says. “It feels great to have a 
positive effect on so many. Plus, we have the fun of getting to 
know each other.”
A COLLECTIVE DIFFERENCE
 Each FCC member commits to a $1,000 annual gift that is 
deposited in a restricted fund. Members meet to discuss how 
grant applications relate to Fontbonne’s mission and then vote 
on how funds will be distributed among the proposals received.
 “I love the fact that we each have an equal voice in where 
the money goes,” Castellano says. “I have learned a great deal 
about what the university departments are doing now and what 
they aspire to do.”
 The FCC’s first call for proposals resulted in 15 submissions. 
The group voted to distribute $34,000 in grants to nine different  
projects. Accountability is key, so grant recipients are encouraged 
to share results from their project one year later at an FCC meeting. 
 “The grant proposals are a list of goals, dreams and ideas that 
are a priority but are beyond the scope of the current budget,” 
Spehr says. “And the FCC is about fulfilling dreams that support 
the Fontbonne mission.”
 Some founding members say this new organization has drawn 
them closer to their alma mater. “I have always treasured my  
Fontbonne degree,” Gunn says. “Now I feel an even deeper 
sense of pride about my education and a satisfaction in 
knowing that my FCC gift is enabling our faculty and students to 
reach higher and broader in their educational dreams.”
 Bryans agrees. “I feel as women we have a certain obligation 
and responsibility to give back to the institutions that shaped 
our character and provided the framework for our lives,” she 
says. “I feel a keen sense of connection to our faculty, students 
and our more recent alumni.”
 One of the FCC grants is supporting the Fontbonne 
communications disorders and deaf education department’s 
effort to improve Costa Rica’s newborn hearing screening and 
early intervention in deaf education services. The $3,500 grant 
will help establish a collaboration between Fontbonne and 
a professional group in Costa Rica to provide information, 
resources and materials that will improve services for newly 
identified infants and toddlers with hearing loss. Professionals 
from Costa Rica are also encouraged to apply to Fontbonne’s 
graduate program in early intervention in deaf education. One 
student is already in the program.
 “When these graduates return to Costa Rica, they will be able 
to provide services for infants, toddlers and their families,” says 
Dr. Susan Lenihan, professor and director of Fontbonne’s deaf 
education program. “And our students who travel to Costa Rica 
also benefit from a service learning opportunity.”
 The FCC is also funding a $5,000 research fellowship for 
Fontbonne’s Center for Migration, Memory and Identity, an 
amalgamation of new programs, such as Jewish studies, and 
continuing programs, including the Bosnian Memory Project.
 “The center will focus on programs and exhibits relating to  
issues and concerns of migrating cultures and people,” says  
Corinne Taff, assistant professor and acting chair of the 
interdisciplinary studies department. “Getting this project off the 
ground shows that the broader Fontbonne community understands 
the value of doing innovative interdisciplinary work.”
NO LIMITS
 The FCC is open to all alumnae, as well as women faculty, staff 
or other friends of Fontbonne — regardless of where they live. 
 “Since so much is done online, I can be as actively involved 
as the members from St. Louis,” says Judy Benevento ’86, from 
Bettendorf, Iowa. “We post the grants and cast our ballots 
online. It’s a great way to communicate, and we are living our 
environmental values by being green.” 
 The group does not inundate members with meetings, but 
when they do convene, each person is given an opportunity to 
be heard. “The heartfelt sentiments expressed within our circle 
are amazing,” Spehr says. “When women unite for a common 
purpose, the possibilities are boundless. I think it is fair to say 
that we are loving it!”
For more information about the Fontbonne Community Connection, contact Marcia Quint at 314-889-1408 
or mquint@fontbonne.edu, or Carol Spehr at jimmet@aol.com. You can also visit www.fontbonne.edu/fcc.
A Whole New World
 “A few months later, Henry said his first words,” says Heather. 
“A year later, he was talking non-stop! I never in a million 
years thought this would be possible. Our therapist, Judy 
Odendahl, was part of our family. She spent so much time 
teaching us about the cochlear implant.”
 Odendahl is a 1983 Fontbonne graduate of the deaf education 
program and currently team teaches a class at Fontbonne 
during the summer. She is a family center therapist at St. Joseph 
Institute for the Deaf, where Henry, now 3, attends preschool.
 This year, a new program at Fontbonne, funded by a $700,000 
grant from the U.S. Department of Education, will increase the 
number of qualified speech-language pathologists prepared to 
work with children like Henry. This includes children who are 
deaf and use cochlear implants, as well as children who use 
communication devices because of conditions like cerebral 
palsy, brain injuries, strokes, muscular dystrophy and other 
disorders.
 Through the grant, the university is now offering — within its 
speech-language pathology master’s program — a 23-credit- 
hour graduate concentration program focusing on the specific 
needs of these two groups. Currently, many graduate programs 
don’t include coursework that focuses on working with children 
who use cochlear implants or augmentative or alternative 
communication systems, says Dr. Gale Rice, professor and 
chair of Fontbonne’s communication disorders and deaf 
education department.
 Dr. Susan Lenihan, professor and director of Fontbonne’s 
deaf education program, agrees. “Cochlear implants can make 
a dramatic difference in the educational experience for 
children,” she says. “Henry and his family have benefited from 
early identification, early access to listening through cochlear 
implantation, and excellent early intervention services. When 
he enrolls in his local school it will be very beneficial for him 
to have a speech-language pathologist who is knowledgeable 
about providing services to children using cochlear implants. 
But if there aren’t knowledgeable professionals in the schools 
who can work with children to use the devices successfully, 
then they are not as useful.” 
 Because of this, working with a professional can make a 
huge difference in the life of a child with hearing loss. 
 “Children will benefit from speech-language pathologists 
who have expertise in both the ever-changing technology and 
the language challenges these children experience,” Rice says. 
“And we’ll also be focusing on good collaborative skills that 
therapists need to work with other professionals.”
Teaching for the Ripple Effect
 Rice and Lenihan spearheaded the grant effort for the 
Fontbonne program.
 “Twenty years ago — even five years ago — there weren’t 
the devices that are available today,” Lenihan says. “Our  
goal is to educate children as much as possible in their 
neighborhood schools by preparing professionals to serve  
in those educational settings.”
 Through this grant, eight graduate students per year for three  
years will be enrolled in this new concentration. The grant 
will provide partial scholarships for the students, as well as 
books and stipends. “This will attract top students and give us 
a broader national pool and more diverse group,” Rice says. 
 In that first year after graduating, these new professionals 
will provide training — under the supervision of a Fontbonne 
mentor — to faculty and staff in local schools. “When you  
multiply 24 training sessions by the number of faculty members 
in the schools we’re reaching, you can see how this will have 
a tremendous ripple effect,” Rice says.
Finding a Voice
 The day Natalie Bales found out her 6-month-old son had 
cerebral palsy, she painfully observed the neighborhood 
children riding tricycles and playing basketball. Silently, she 
ticked off a list of “my-son-won’t-be-able-to’s.”
 But now, 11 years later, the list is much shorter than Bales 
anticipated. 
 “Doctors told us Christopher would never walk, but this 
past March he started walking,” she says. “He went on his 




    When Heather Willie learned that her young son was deaf, she worried that because  
of his disability, he would struggle with communication throughout his life. But at 18  
months, Henry Willie received a cochlear implant.
 Christopher also was born with closed lip schizencephaly, 
additionally complicating his ability to communicate. Since 
he was 4, he has used a communication device to help him 
express his needs. The current device he uses is like a small 
computer. To communicate, Christopher pushes icons that 
represent everything from classmates to his dog to hockey. 
Devices like these also help people who suffer from brain 
injuries, strokes, muscular dystrophy and other disorders.
 “The communication device opens up a whole new world,”  
Bales says. “We were afraid he would rely on the device instead 
of trying to speak, but when he’s relaxed, he will try to speak.”
 Christopher received speech-language therapy from a very 
young age. Now he attends special education classes at his 
local school. A speech-language pathologist trained in how to 
use the communication device came to Christopher’s school 
to teach the staff how to work with the device.
 Rice points out that Fontbonne’s speech-language program  
is unique because it combines training as well as collaboration 
with schools. “Teaching classroom teachers and parents how  
to use devices is key,” she says. “A significant body of research 
says if children are to be successful, they must have strong 
and informed support from their school and family.”
 And the support of expertly trained professionals committed 
to improving lives.
Henry Willie, who has a cochlear implant, enjoys family time with mom, Heather; dad, Martin; and baby brother, Thomas.
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Distinguished Service In
GENEROSITY TO THE POOR
Michele Eckenfels Benya, class of 1974, 
credits Fontbonne with the spiritual, 
social and intellectual tools she needed 
to overcome serious physical challenges. 
A graduate of St. Joseph Institute for 
the Deaf, Benya also contends with a 
degree of cerebral palsy. In her career 
after college, with a degree in business 
administration and a certificate in 
accounting from Saint Louis University, 
she became an account executive and  
business office coordinator for a physical, 
industrial and sports therapy center. 
Benya has volunteered for the 
Missionaries of Charity — Blessed Teresa 
of Calcutta’s sisters — for more than 10 
years in a variety of ways, from being 
available day or night to make airport, bus  
or train pickups to taking sisters to doctor 
appointments, shopping, hospital and 
shut-in visits to serving as a travel agent, 
getting the best fares for sisters’ travels 
to Zambia, India, Mexico and any other 
place to which the sisters are assigned.
Distinguished Service In
VOLUNTEERISM AND LEADERSHIP
Nina Kassing Bryans, class of 1957, holds 
a bachelor’s and a master’s degree, and 
is a graduate of the Coro Leadership 
Center’s Women in Leadership program.  
She has experienced life as a teacher, 
librarian and, ultimately, a project 
manager for the Department of Defense.  
Although she officially retired in 2001,  
Bryans volunteers for many organizations, 
including Women of the Well, a group 
of small agencies that provide support 
for the underserved, particularly women 
and children; Friends of St. Vincent, 
where she serves meals to the poor and 
hungry; Older Women’s League; and 
Let’s Start, a support process for women 
who have been incarcerated and their 
families. Bryans is involved in Fontbonne 
alumni activities and, most recently, the 
Fontbonne Community Connection, 
a giving circle for women. She credits 
Fontbonne for providing her with a 
foundation for living and has a reputation 
as an accomplished organizer and 
volunteer whose infectious enthusiasm 
can enlist people to join her to address a 
need. She is truly a leader with a vision 
that fits well with Fontbonne University’s 
mission and vision.
Distinguished Service In
CARE and PRESERVATION of the EARTH
A 1957 alumna of Fontbonne University, 
Carol Brouillette entered the Sisters of 
St. Joseph of Carondelet in 1958. Martha 
Heimer, a graduate nurse, entered the 
religious community in 1957. In the years  
since their entrance into the CSJ 
community, the sisters have practiced 
diverse ministries. Sister Carol taught in 
elementary education before transferring 
to Rosati-Kain High School, where her 
teaching fields for 20 years were choral 
music and fine arts. She later was a 
pastoral associate and choir director in  
Indiana and Illinois until her return to  
St. Louis in 2004. Sister Martha, in 
addition to her nursing degree, pursued 
a master’s degree in social work. She 
served in several Illinois and Missouri 
F O U N D E R S  A W A R D S
Highlight Giving & Caring
Each year, Fontbonne University identifies several individuals who exemplify the  
mission and values of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, Fontbonne’s founder  
and sponsor. The following people were honored as 2008 Founders Award recipients.
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Pictured, left to right: Michele Eckenfels Benya; Sister Carol Brouillette, CSJ; Sister Gail Charisse Trippett, CSJ; Nancy Nabbefeld Jersa; 
Nina Kassing Bryans; and Sister Martha Heimer, CSJ.
towns as a social worker and later as a  
pastoral associate. In the 1990s, she 
began conversations about the need to 
care for the earth and was instrumental 
in focusing the religious community on 
a need for “green space,” resulting in 
St. Joseph Woods. The women serve as 
co-directors of Earth Spirituality Center, 
providing “green” information, hands-on 
projects, trail walks and more. The center 
offers visitors a place to rest and reflect, 
while school groups are encouraged to 
learn eco-friendly concepts.
Distinguished Service To
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED  
INDIVIDUALS and to HER PARISH 
COMMUNITY
A 1961 graduate of Fontbonne, Nancy 
Jersa embarked on a career in education 
in the Affton school district, until she 
retired after eight years to raise her four 
children. Jersa is committed to improving 
the lives of developmentally disabled 
individuals, most notably through 
Sunnyhill, a nonprofit organization that 
works with individuals and their families. 
Jersa, vice president of Sunnyhill’s board  
of directors, is actively involved with all  
fundraisers. And, the Queen of All Saints  
parish has benefited from Jersa’s generosity 
of time and talent, as she served on the 
parish council, the strategic planning 
committee and the liturgy committee. She 
participated in a training program in 
pastoral care ministry and serves on the  
women’s retreat steering team. For many  
years, the parish Variety Guild has profited 
from Nancy’s many talents in their annual 
variety shows, as she sings, dances and 
tailors costumes.
Distinguished Service To
INNER-CITY EDUCATION  
and DEVELOPMENT of STUDENT 
LEADERSHIP 
Gail Charisse Trippett, CSJ, has served 
since 1989 as principal of Central Catholic 
St. Nicholas School and Academy (CCSN). 
Sister Gail entered the Sisters of St. Joseph 
in 1983 and recently celebrated her 25th 
anniversary in the religious community. 
She holds a bachelor’s degree in early 
childhood education and elementary 
education, master’s degrees in 
educational administration and theology, 
and has completed graduate courses 
in special education. She believes that 
every child has special gifts that need to 
be nurtured in order to be fully utilized. 
The results of Sister Gail’s dedication, 
combined with the CCSN curriculum 
and the school’s committed staff, can 
be seen in students who are prepared 
to serve the world in a variety of ways. 
Sister Gail gives back to the local 
community by board membership for 
many institutions, which have included 
Dismas House, Marian Middle School 
and Character Plus Advisory Board. She 
has also been active in many religious 
community leadership opportunities.
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      Fontbonne University rang in the holiday season  
       with a first-time event that wowed alumni, students,  
    staff, faculty and others. Christmas Around Campus,  
    held Dec. 7, featured music, baking, skating, goodies,  




A festive Gunner the Griffin chats with a member of the live nativity scene.
Mrs. Claus (a.k.a. faculty member Kathy Schwarting) attends to young Kaitlyn Bischof, 
daughter of Christine Bischof and granddaughter of Judy Hose-Echelmeyer ’69.
The living nativity scene included  
(l. to r.) Fontbonne students Stephen 
Werkmeister, a junior, and Frank 
Moynihan, a freshman, as well as  
staffmembers Amy Layhew, Scott  
Spinner and Crystal Spinner.
Middle row:  
Zachary Fredrick is a natural cookie 
artist. Parents Jennifer ’96 MS ’03  
and William also attended.
Freshman students (l. to r.) Rachel  
Beydler, Kaitlin Titsworth and  
Samantha Rosner hang out with Frosty 
for a few minutes.
Ella Jane Feldmann knows right where 
to be on a freezing cold day. She’s the  
daughter of staffmember Matt and his wife, Kristin.
Rachel Miller of St. Louis Dance entertains a rapt 
audience as she takes a break from dancing as  
the Sugar Plum Fairy.
Bottom row:  
Brave souls enjoy a horse and carriage ride 
around the “horseshoe” drive.
The U.S. Marines picked up more than 3,600 
stuffed animals for their Toys for Tots drive.
Ashley and Nick Yeoman are captivated by  
the model train whizzing by. They attended  
with parents Steve and Michelle ’93.
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    The prior fiscal year has been a true testament 
to what people can do with shared values, a clear 
vision and dedication toward a common mission. 
Reflecting on what we achieved during this critical period of time, I am struck by the 
tireless efforts of so many in the Fontbonne community — trustees, regents, Sisters 
of St. Joseph of Carondelet, faculty, staff, students, alumni, donors and other friends.
 Whether you look at our inaugural dedicated semester focusing on Judaism or  
the acclaimed work by our faculty and students on the Bosnian genocide exhibit, 
one has to appreciate the broad-sweeping, yet inclusive, nature of our academic 
endeavors. Or take, for instance, our Fontbonne service day during which all faculty 
and staff came together and then dispersed, like rays of light, throughout the  
St. Louis area to lend a hand at dozens of area organizations.
 We can all be proud that Fontbonne stands as a strong community in and of itself, 
but it is also important to recognize that we have a meaningful connection to the 
greater community beyond our campus. It is, after all, inherent in our mission.
 I encourage you to read more about the past year in the article “a look back ... 
and forward” on page 16 in this issue of Tableaux. The one consistent theme that 
inspires me every day is knowing that in all we do, we keep the students at the 
center of our decision-making process. Essentially stated, my core belief is that our 
students are the raison d’etre for the existence of Fontbonne.
 As we look to the future, certainly one cannot deny the challenges ahead. 
Adverse economic predictions notwithstanding, our university family has a proven 
record of adaptability, creativity, resiliency and courage, and this is the time to once 
again utilize these gifts.
 To all of you who have supported us through the years, and to those of you  




a message from the
President
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a message from the
Board Chair
 During my service as Chair of Fontbonne’s 
Board of Trustees, we have engaged in a very 
impressive time in Fontbonne’s history. There 
have been record enrollments in both traditional and OPTIONS programs, 
and we have more academic offerings than ever before — serving a diverse 
population that includes part-time, full-time, adult and international students. 
Our level of involvement with local, as well as international communities, is 
taking our mission to the far reaches of the world. A recent example is the  
“Books for Belize” project featured on page 1 of this issue of Tableaux.  
Good people doing good things.
 But that’s not surprising at Fontbonne. One need only peruse the features in this 
and previous issues of the magazine to get a real sense of what Fontbonne is about 
and who we are. Of course, it is the daily commitment to scholarship — the 
teaching of students and all it takes to support our mission — that truly defines 
this university. Our graduates consistently go forth in the world, succeeding not 
only in their careers, but also in their families and their communities.
 Looking forward, we must proceed with determination and innovation. Yes, 
the economy is in crisis, and we must face the reality of that, but I believe the 
university has the foundation, leadership and vision to continue to excel. It is 
essential to recognize the importance of our donors — individuals from all walks 
of life who are proud to stand with us in fulfilling our mission.
 We are truly blessed to have such dedicated leadership, faculty, staff, students, 
alumni and friends of the university, and I thank you all abundantly.
Sincerely,
Daniel J. Ferry Jr.
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a look back ... and forward
Tableaux caught up with some of Fontbonne’s administrative team to get their perspectives of the past fiscal year and a preview of  what’s on the horizon.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
 We introduced in fall 2007 our first 
dedicated semester, Judaism and Its Cultures, 
featuring 11 interdisciplinary courses and 
dozens of co-curricular events. The fall 2008 
version, Goals for World Change, addressed 
the United Nations’ millennial goals. We 
were also heavily involved in organizing 
Fontbonne Day, a faculty and staff initiative 
focused on education, reflection and service 
to the local community.
 Mustard Seed Theatre, a new in-residence 
professional theatre company, began a 
successful run. And the exhibit Prijedor: Lives 
from the Bosnian Genocide was featured at 
the St. Louis Jewish Holocaust Museum and 
Learning Center.
 We launched a second online degree 
program, a master’s in education that focuses 
on the teaching of reading, as well as new  
graduate degree programs in human 
environmental sciences, education and  
business. The department of interdisciplinary 
studies was formed, and we had successful 
site visits by national and state education 
accreditation teams. A student retention think  
tank developed Every 1 Counts, an initiative  
involving the entire campus community.
 In looking at our near future, some key 
areas of focus will be our reorganization 
into three academic colleges, the 
programming of additional online graduate 
degree programs and the accreditation of 
more programs.
— Dr. Nancy Blattner, vice president  
    and dean for academic affairs
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
 Fontbonne’s current enrollment is at an all-time high of approximately 3,000 students, 
and we’ll continue to maintain and grow enrollment where appropriate. 
 We partnered with academic departments to expand our offering of open houses focusing  
on specific majors, allowing faculty to interact one-on-one with students, as well as to 
discuss curriculum, internship, practicum and employment opportunities.
 In support of the honors program, we hosted scholarship interviews where students met 
with faculty interviewers, participated in group discussions and were offered scholarships 
based on their academic credentials and faculty recommendations. Seventy-five percent of 
these students enrolled in the honors program, a substantial growth from previous years.
 Enrollment of international students continues to grow, adding a great amount of diversity 
to our campus. More than 20 countries are represented in our international student body.
 The fall 2009 recruitment year offers many challenges, particularly in declining 
demographics of traditional-age college-bound students, especially in the state of Missouri, 
our primary recruitment territory. There is also the competition to contend with, not to 
mention the economy’s potential impact on our enrollment, but the Fontbonne community 
continues to collaborate on new, innovative marketing and recruiting initiatives.
— Peggy Musen, vice president for enrollment management
STUDENT AFFAIRS
 The student affairs division joined forces with enrollment management and academic affairs 
to launch Every 1 Counts, a campus-wide student retention initiative that has involved 
faculty, staff and students in many productive endeavors.
 To enhance campus vitality, we packaged existing and new weekend activities and 
programs together in a promotion called “WOW” (What’s on Weekends?). In addition, our  
school mascot, Gunner the Griffin, was unveiled. Intramurals were expanded with competitive 
teams and the addition of flag football and bowling. School visibility and pride were on 
display in the Great Forest Park Balloon Race as Fontbonne’s “Flying Griffin” was the only 
college-sponsored balloon — and it was piloted to a first-place finish.
 The Christmas Around Campus holiday extravaganza attracted approximately 1,200 students, 
faculty, staff, families and friends to campus, and we donated thousands of stuffed animals 
to the U.S. Marines’ annual Toys for Tots campaign.
 Last spring, campus ministry collaborated with academic affairs for Fontbonne Day — 
a day devoted to volunteering at area social agencies and organizations. In addition to 
one international and two domestic service trips, campus ministry also sponsored its first 
pilgrimage to Rome during Holy Week. This year campus ministry will further explore 
spirituality and culture with a trip to Ireland.
— Randi Wilson, vice president for student affairs
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a look back ... and forward
Tableaux caught up with some of Fontbonne’s administrative team to get their perspectives of the past fiscal year and a preview of  what’s on the horizon.
FINANCE & FACILITIES
 We closed another successful fiscal year with an increase in net assets of $2.93 million, 
driven mostly by steady enrollment in traditional programs, as well as growth in our 
OPTIONS program. Tuition revenue, net of financial aid awarded to students, grew 7%.   
  Our healthy financial position, along with capital fundraising and growing enrollments, 
have been key to our ability to identify and secure a commitment for financing of $11 million 
for the science building renovation. Trustees also approved a new campus master plan that 
will help guide the university for growth and new capital projects.
 We also did extensive planning for the renovation of the science building, but with the 
current challenges to the economy, we’ve elected to delay this renovation for a possible 
start in spring ’09. Fontbonne is very dependent on tuition, fees, and room and board for 
its revenue, and we are concerned that the depth of the current recession may make it 
difficult for students and families to finance college costs in the year ahead. However, we 
remain very committed to the science renovation.
 We have leased new off-campus space in Brentwood, just off Hanley Boulevard. The 
OPTIONS department, currently in the east building, will inhabit this new space, while the 
human environmental sciences and business administration departments will move to the 
east building during science building renovations. The new Brentwood location will also 
house graduate student art studios.
— Gary Zack, vice president for finance and administration
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
 The 2007-2008 fiscal year saw many wonderful indications that the philanthropic spirit is 
alive and well in the Fontbonne family. In spite of the challenges of these economic times, 
our comprehensive campaign, “Now ... More Than Ever,” is well on the way to realizing our 
$20 million goal, with $16 million already raised. As the campaign is announced publicly 
this spring, alumni and friends of the university will have the opportunity to support our 
compelling vision and mission.
 One of the most exciting projects to unfold was the creation of the Fontbonne Community 
Connection, a women’s giving circle comprised of enthusiastic supporters who are truly 
making a difference.
 Alumni Relations orchestrated a reunion weekend that broke all attendance records. More 
than 400 alumni returned to campus to reminisce, celebrate and reconnect. And hundreds 
more attended a wide variety of events throughout the year.
 Our accomplishments and successes would not have been possible without the generous 
backing of our loyal supporters. We are grateful to the individuals, corporations and 
foundations that contributed to the campaign this year, and who believed in Fontbonne’s 
mission. It is this kind of support that inspires, empowers and allows us to look forward to 
the future with confidence. 
— Marilyn Sheperd, vice president for institutional advancement
OPTIONS
 We launched a bachelor’s degree in 
corporate communication, and we signed 
a lease for a new off-campus facility in 
Fenton that will offer both traditional and 
non-traditional business programs. These 
two advancements increase our reach to 
eight programs and six locations in the 
St. Louis area. We expanded our onsite 
corporate partnerships at several SSM 
Health Care and Boeing locations, and we 
renovated our north and south St. Louis 
County facilities.
 In early 2009, we expect to begin offering 
a master’s in supply chain management, as 
well as an online version of our master’s of 
management. Additionally, OPTIONS will 
undertake a major expansion of staff and 
classrooms at a new 34,000-square-foot 
facility in Brentwood.
 One of the biggest developments recently 
involving OPTIONS was the formation of 
the university’s first college – the College 
of Global Business & Professional Studies 
– made up of OPTIONS, graduate business 
programs and traditional  
undergraduate business  
programs.
— Jerry Bladdick,  
    associate vice  
    president for  
    graduate and  
    adult enrollment
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snapshot:
Net assets increased $2.933 million.
Tuition and fees (net of institutional discounts) increased $2.2 million (7%). 
Total operating expenses increased $2.8 million (9%).
Total Revenue increased $440,000 (1%).
STATEMENT 
of ACTIVITIES
for fiscal year 2008:
(July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008)
REVENUE 2006-2007 2007-2008
tuition and fees $  37,282,113 $  39,757,308
less institutional financial aid 5,877,934 6,130,505
net tuition and fees $ 31,404,179 $  33,626,803 84.9%
gifts and grants 4,509,579 2,474,924 6.2%
auxiliary enterprises 2,438,542 2,566,416 6.5%
endowment and investments 695,172 716,023 1.8%
other sources 134,164 237,291 0.6%
TOTAL REVENUE $  39,181,636 $  39,621,457 100%
EXPENSES 2006-2007 2007-2008
instruction & academic support $   18,259,407 $  20,505,272 60.2%
student services 4,358,723 4,682,174 13.7%
institutional support 5,798,847 6,120,452 18.0%
auxiliary enterprises 2,319,988 2,446,003 7.2%
other scholarships & fellowships 504,109 297,836 0.9%
TOTAL EXPENSES $  31,241,074 $  34,051,737 100%
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Following is a compilation of all donors who made gifts to the 
university during the 2007-2008 fiscal year (July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008).
Great care was taken when preparing the Honor Roll of Donors. 
Contact the development office at (314) 889-4505, or by e-mail at dgregory@fontbonne.edu, if there are corrections to be made.
HONOR ROLL of DONORS
Thank you 
FOR YOUR GENEROSITY AND 
DEDICATION TO FONTBONNE UNIVERSITY. 
2007-2008
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The Lyon Society recognizes annual giving.




William and Tracey  
 Causey ’97 Marshall
Joseph and Helen McGlynn
Edward and Colette  
 Crowley ’65 O’Brien
Joan Steffen O’Reilly ’51
Jerry and Peggy Ritter
Claire Roach ’59
Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble
James and Anne Sullivan
Jack C. Taylor
John and Joan Bayot ’66 Vatterott
Jim and Mary Bruno ’68 Werle
Bonnie and L.B. Eckelkamp, Jr.
Daniel and Eleanor Halloran ’63 Ferry
Nancy Boos ’76 and  
 Michael R. Georgen
lyon society patron
$5,000 - $9,999
Mr. and Mrs. William Erman  
 (Rosemary Fitzburgh ’57)
Michael and Karen  
 (DeGuire) ’65 Gedera
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
Thomas and Kathleen  
 Toohey ’65 Gunn
Gary and Patricia Krosch
Margaret Schylling ’63
Edward Sztukowski ’77
Kenneth and Mary Jo  
 Drager ’70 Voertman
John and Beverly Wagner
Julian and Eileen Carr
Matteo and Kathleen Atchity ’66 Coco
George and Ann Luttrell ’63 Croal
lyon society associate
$2,500 - $,4,999
Dennis Donnelly and  
 Rebecca McDermott ’83
Dorothy Fleck ’69
James and Lee Hynek ’63 Gunn
Gary and Carolyn  
 Kuciejczyk ’64 Johnson
Darryl T. and Villajean M. ’94 Jones
Joseph and Sandra Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
Robert and Colleen Millstone
Gerald and Suzanne Noonan
Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61
Carl and Merlyn Price ’58 Schack
Albert Schoendienst
Joseph and Rosemary Shaughnessy
Marilyn and Scott Sheperd
John* and Audrey  
 Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Trudy B. and John D.* Valentine Fund 
James White ’96
Drs. Joyce Devine ’51 and  
 Robert Woolsey
Bill and Mary Abkemeier
Judith Baechle Benevento ’86
Nancy Blattner
Louis and Marilyn  
 Montileone ’61 Dell’Orco
Myra Foulke Styffe ’87
Mary ’66 and Tom Sutkus
Greg Taylor
Carol Kuehn Voss ’69
Claudia Scholten Walkenbach ’73
Bill and Toni Walker
Sue Wallace
Marilyn Eschmann Warrell ’57
Ann Buermann Wass Ph.D. ’73
Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
Richard and Heather Whipple
Marion Wyers ’55
Gary and Denese Zack
Marie Sansone Zucchero ’42
David and Carolyn Carroll ’60 Zwart
lyon society member
$1,000 - $2,499
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Chivetta
Christopher and Anne Chivetta
James and Janice Breher ’63 Cordes
Mr. Leonard Dino
Rosalie Millman Efken ’56
Nancy English
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Etter
Mrs. Sherilyn Fahlstrom
Mary Ferguson ’65
Phil and Kathy Fina
James and Kathleen Nestor ’75 Frey
William Friedman, Ph.D.
Charles and June Gallagher
Mrs. Kimberly A. Garton
Nancy Sheehan Garvey ’79
Carol Giblin ’57
George S. Graff
Mary Lee “Britt” Gund ’63
Ms. Kerri G. Harris, ’91, ’05
Rosejoan Kisling Holden ’45
Bill and Barbara  
 Gutting ’61 Hollenbeck
Cheryl Houston, Ph.D., RD, LD
Sharon Jackson ’96
Joann Augsburger Jana ’74
Nancy Nabbefeld Jersa ’61
Dennis Johnson
Kraig and Sandy Kreikemeier
Anita Buie Lamont ’69
Carmen Larimore, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Desmond Lee
Julia A. Marlowe ’95
Connie Fiedler McManus ’52
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44
Peggy and Jerry Musen
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ ’54
Chris and Antoinette  
 Fabbio ’78 Pagano
Helen Ravarino*
Fred Reed
Judge Eve M. Riley ’95
Gene and Kathleen Schwarting
Adolphine Brungardt Shaw ’64
Ronald Shelley
Mrs. Susan Shepperd
Mr. Gregory F. Slesinski
Paula V. Smith
Claire Hess Smith ’54
James and Carol Conway ’63 Spehr
James Steinkoetter ’00
Hon. Donald and Mary Ann  
 Kuhlman ’53 Stohr
Mr. Mark M. Alexander
Anonymous
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Dyanne Anthony
Rosemarie Archangel ’52
Kathleen Kenny Arenz ’69
Barbara Atteln ’67
Carroll Cunningham Baechle ’60
Mrs. Shirley W. Bardenheier
Kay Barnes
Jerry M. Bladdick
Nina Kassing Bryans ’57
Donald Burgo, Ph.D.
Diane Calcaterra, CSJA ’65
Jeanne Leritz Callahan ’51
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F.  
 Caspari (DeDe Dallas ’66)




Laura Hines Dunsmoor ’73
Sue Kaiser Ebanues ’57
Jean Emory*
Joan Buxton Falk ’65
Mrs. Dana M. Flatley
William Freeman, Ed.D.
Mr. Timothy Ganey
Gail Hornsby Gauthier ’63
Leslie Gornik
Alice E. Harper ’70
Janice Johnson ’08
Yvonne Laurance Kadlec
Joseph and Linda Hines ’72 Kaiser
Margaret Frintrup Kiley ’67
Carol A. Kloud ’61
Dr. and Mrs. Al Knight  
 (Nanette Falk ’71)
Mrs. Barbara Landesman
Susan Puetz Lenihan ’75
Ms. Mary M. Long
R.E. Long
Linda Maurer, JD, CPA
Suzanne Stuckenschneider  
 McAtee ’85
Veronica ’91 and Randy McDonnell
Celine Wuellner McEwan ’77
Kathy Murphy ’72
Mary Ellen Murphy ’63
The Honorable Margaret M. Nolan ’52
Rose Perotti ’52
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Prey
Ms. Marcia Quint
Gary and Sueann Rogers
William and Sandra Rothwell
Kathy Martini Saier ’69
Jeannine Schaefer





Dan and Mel  
 Stratmann ’52 Steinmann
Kari Vaughn-Albright ’97







Randi and Jim Wilson
Jim and Doris Prag ’61 Wilson
Patricia A. Bailey Wrob ’57
Janet Gerken Zell ’57
Mr. Joseph R. Zell
Kathleen Ray Zundel ’75
Tom and Cathy Ahillen
Ms. Barbara Albrecht
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Albrecht
Paula Montie Bakula ’66
John and Marilee Barry
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Bender
Eileen Wiss Bleyer ’45
Robert Carver
Ms. Susan M. Colburn ’78
Daniel Cronin
Kathleen C. Dailey ’72
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Dausin
Mr. Joseph B. Dierker
Betty Huber Drozeski ’62 for  
 Legacy Neil and Betty  
 Huber ’62 Drozeski
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Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008 * deceased
Diane Medic Abernathy ’71
Rebecca Bahan
Anne Welch Bauman ’64
Mr. William Biedenstein
Patricia McCarthy Bimschleger ’53
Margaret McNamee Blevins ’69
Miss Catherine Broughton
Jeffrey Brown
Rosemary Casey Bruno ’45
Jeanne Gantner Bruns ’55
Mr. Michael J. Burnett
Edwina W. Bussmann ’44
Lorraine Camper ’48
Valorie Christensen
Maureen Burke Clarke ’53
Patricia Knoll Costigan ’72
Patrice Cummings ’89
Leo and Connie  
 Boschert ’72 Diekman
Bill Foster ’88
Rosemary Ryan Frohock ’47
Joyce George ’66
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Gettleman
Mrs. Patricia Gillula
Margaret Gray, Ph.D.
Rick and Alexandra Gwydir
Angeline Marino Heumann ’58
Mary Ann Vatterott Holden ’59
Howenstein Family Fund  
 (Kathleen Howenstein ’87)
Janet Dierks Hutz ’71
Ms. Jennifer L. Hylton
Joyce Johnson
William Sanders III and  
 Karen Keefer-Sanders, M.D. ’82
Helen Klenklen ’88
Mr. Henry Knickmeyer
Lisa Hanson Kolemainen ’78
Mr. Edward Koplar
Kathy Kutis ’90
Mary Lou Meyer Lenkman ’64
Richard Lewis, Ph.D.
Jane Hadank Link ’68
Joseph and Joan Lipic
Kathleen Madras Lochner ’54
Patricia Saito Loo ’56
Jeff and Sandra Vlach ’88 Lorber
Jack Luzkow
Nancy McCormick Marley ’70
Lee and June McKinney
Christine Cornelis McLaughlin ’81
Rose McNamee ’46
Sandra Kathryn Morgan ’70
J. Harrison and Lillian Morson
Mr. Anthony Mravle
James Muskopf, Ph.D.
Rosalind Weesner Nadeau ’67
Mr. William R. Newman
Mrs. Dela M. Ng
Colette Shea O’Rourke ’77
Mrs. Julia (Roerkohl) Okenfuss ’60
Mary Louise Langdon Preis ’63
Daphne C. Ramirez ’37
Eleanor Ramos
Mary Dee Montie Reitz ’64
Susan Fehlber Sanders ’68
Virginia Hendrick Scherer ’66
Elizabeth Vernile Scherz ’64
Colleen Schoendienst ’73
Gene Shnell
Mary Anne Siebert ’52
Kathleen Sloan ’38
William Stewart
Claudia Greco Stompanato ’51
Michael ’97 and Jane  
 Brouk ’78 Sullivan
Anna Mary Teaff ’69
Betty Neuf Terschluse ’57
David Thomasson, Ph.D.
Anne Latta Toohey ’63
Mr. Jay Trautmann
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trautmann
Karen Scribner Trigg ’82
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Venker
Victor Wang ’90
Ken and Jane Coffey ’58 Washburn
Claire Saenger Weiler ’59
Caroline Flavin Wenberg ’06
Daryl Wennemann
Justine Whitteaker
Loretta Giblin Wittenberg ’60
Nancy Wunderlich
Mrs. Rosemary Coleman Zone ’63
arcade society
$250 - $499
Marie Damien Adams, CSJ
Joshua Albrect
Annette Nahmensen Albright ’47
Madeline Alcamo ’54
Geraldine Allina ’45
Lisa Krupp Altepeter ’05
Karen Chudomelka Anderson ’77
Kathleen Brady Andria ’62
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. John Antone
Ms. Judy Antone
Mrs. Mary Asaro
Mr. and Mrs. David Ault
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Ballam
Mr. James L. Bauer
Nicki Bauer ’85 and Peter Wright
Ms. Cheryl A. Baugh
Pat Koeln Beech ’64
Ms. Twalla Bell
Sandra Bellon ’69
Mary Ann Breher Berger ’53
Ann Berry ’00
Robert Bertels ’98
Ellen Conway Bigge ’66
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Binz  
 (Marietta Saunders ’53)
Renee Denicola Boehm ’67
Mary Ellen Boggiano Bourneuf ’45
Mr. Charles Brennan
Mr. Christopher Breshears ’07
Ms. Cathleen Brethauer
Barbara Brown-Millen
Jane M. Buri ’46*
Mary Carolyn Reinhardt  
 Burkemper ’55*
Patrick and Mary  
 Parchomski ’91 Burke
Jerry ’98 and Cindy  
 Bluestone ’98 Bushue
Karen Minshall Byington ’89
Vicki Turber Campbell ’90
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Capo
Ms. Alice Chester
Mary Bockskopf Chubb ’65
Mr. Thomas Coates




Mary Puts Ensenberger Costigan ’52
Constance Thoma Cowley ’82
Libby Dust Craig ’00
Linda Cronin




Noreen Lynch Dempsey ’58
Judith Seibert DeVries ’58
Mrs. Jane Diehl
Richard Dierker ’97 and  
 Kimberly Seil-Dierker ’99
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dobson
Louan Marienau Dolan ’53
Patrick and Carol Donelan
J. Carol Brigham Dorr ’60
Jane Foristel Doskal ’80
Mrs. Mary K. Driscoll
Ann Moore Duer ’55
Huguette Roy Duff ’99
Mrs. Roberta Duyff





Jane Kostedt Ellerbrake ’43
Phyllis A. Petrokas Ernst ’95
Mrs. M. Jean Evans
Kirstan Fair ’97
Ms. Yvonne M. Farmer
Elizabeth Feik ’05
Ann M. Feld ’77
Susan Williams Ferguson ’77
Mary Ann Brahm Ferrara ’57
Genevieve Bianchi Fick ’54
Mrs. Sandy Field
Patricia Fitzpatrick ’71
Edwin and Margaret ’64 Gunn Fowler
Ms. Martha Fowler
Mary Patricia Fowler ’61
Virginia M. Franke ’50
Mr. Charles C. Franz
Alice C. Fredericks ’41
carondelet society
$100 - $249
Mrs. Joan C. Fuchs
Lillian Yoshimoto Fujihara ’52
Carl ’96 and Rita Jean  
 Solovitz ’65 Fust
Joan Theis Gagnepain ’63
JoAnn Bundschuh Gallen ’77
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Garbutt
Margaret Schmitt Gehring ’63
Ms. Katherine M. Genovese
Mary Ann Blumentritt Gerdes ’63
Mrs. Lillian Giessow
Mrs. Carla Giller
Betty Baerveldt Glickert ’51
Mary Ann Hoffman Goedeker ’63
Mrs. Sharon M. Goltschman
Sarah Wei Gong-Ye ’86
Mrs. Dolores J. Gonzales
Thomas and Anne Dreifke ’47 Gootee
Carolyn Narmont Gordon ’64
Verenda Alisha Gordon ’05
Carol Karst Graham ’59
Eileen Hoffman Grass ’74
Joan Sandweg Gray ’71
Ms. Anne Grice
Hon. Arthur H. and JoAnn  
 (Petty ’58) Gross
Theresa Guempel ’89
Mary Guinn
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Gund
Nancy L. Gurnsey ’74
Dawn M. Hale ’97
Bruce W. Halliday
Suzanne Seaman Halloran ’69
Ms. Julia Hampton
Jane “Mitch”ellette Hanneken ’52
Lisa J. Hannon ’98
Doris McWilliams Harrington ’48
Lori White Harrison ’88
Mary Ban Harrison ’72
Janice Koles Hartmann ’71
Mrs. Julianne Hayes ’97
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hazen
Marlene Heckmann
Elaine Endicott Heine ’66
Dorothy Lynch Hellweg ’54
Don Hendel
Ms. Allison Henricks
Ms. Tara L. Herron
Ms. Linda L. Hess
Carla Tinoco Hickman ’90





Marise Eaton Hoffmann ’60
Jo Ann Jacobson Holdener ’70
Frances Dolan Holloran ’37
Mary Jeanne Reedy Holmes ’49
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Howard
Dr. Mary L. Hummert ’68
Arthur Hunborg
Mr. J.C. Jackson
Ms. Ruth A. Irvine
Ms. Cynthia M. Jackson
Margaret Jakel
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jauer
Theresa Jeevanjee
Jan Jenkins Jennings ’70
Mr. Mark E. Johnson
Nancy Lanza Johnson ’50
Ms. Christina Johnston
Carl and Joan Schwarz ’70 Juelfs
Peggy Kaiser ’95
Elaine C. Otsuka Kamada ’61
Stephen and Mary T.  
 Hutchison ’71 Kappel
Paula Obertino Karpman ’72
Mr. Gregory Kelley
Mary Ellen Zwisler Kelly ’54
Marlynn Curley Kelsch ’68
Maureen A. Kennedy ’69
Mr. Robert Ketcherside
Mary Jane Helm King ’39
Mary Lou Miller Kline ’57*
Maura Downey Klingen ’55
Mr. and Mrs. John Klopstein
Helen Holmberg Knop ’48
Christina Kenawell Knott ’98
Marjorie M. Koehr ’58
Rosalind Calcaterra Koenen ’61
Lois C. Werth Koesterer ’58
Margaret Deck Komives ’46
Allison Light Krieger ’92
Mary Ryan Kruger ’70
Sieglinde Kurz MM, FACHE ’61
Mrs. Kim Langhammer
Mr. Robert Larose
Mrs. Gloria L. Lassetter
Ms. Amy S. Layhew
William and Virginia Leightner
Mr. Mont Levy
Ms. Alisa R. Lewis
Ms. Nancy Lewis
Timothy and Rebecca Liddy
Patricia Slocum Lillis ’57
Barbara Grush Lind ’63
Mr. Michael Lockwood
Elizabeth Mulherin Logan ’48
Mrs. Victoria E. Logston
Marilyn J. Loschen ’69
Maureen Hayes Lovette ’96
Hilda Bantle Lowell ’61
Ms. Lauren M. Mackey
Mr. Harry Maier Jr
Ms. Elizabeth Makovec
Mrs. Pauline B. Marsh
Claude and Kay Martin ’55
Joan Maschmann ’55
Mary Margaret Carroll Maxwell ’47
Beverly Bledsoe McCabe ’69
Sharon McCaslin, Ph.D.
Mrs. Frances A. McDaniel ’71
Sheila Nellis McDonald ’58
Barbara Kadlec McDonough ’63
Mary Moore McFarlane ’75
Ms. Regina C. McGahan
Barbara Langendorf McManus ’64
Ms. Amanda Mead
Mr. Salvador Medalla




Mary Schulte Milam ’68
Carol Shaughnessy Miller ’57
Chris Miller
Mr. Eric Miller
Joan Kilker Miller ’59
Mrs. Mary C. Miller
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Marie Boedges Minneman ’47
Mrs. Joy A. Moore ’68
James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore
Margaret Moore ’78
Ms. Mary E. Movshin
Raymond Mueller ’92
Richard Mulchek ’99
Irene Peil Naughton ’52
Carol Redding Nauman ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nausley
Elizabeth Ney, CSJ ’66
Ms. Carol Nickens
Mrs. Julianne C. Niemann
Anna Suetsugu Nomura ’54
Wendy Northup ’63
Heather Norton
Ruth Ann Norton, CPS/CAP ’89
Mrs. Kathryn M. Nowak
Alison Grill O’Brien ’73
Dr. Patricia A. O’Connell ’63
Kyllene McClintock Oder ’68*
Mrs. Jennie Ojeda
Audrey Olson, CSJ
Ms. Jane B. Olson
James Ott ’97
Ms. Michelle C. Palumbo ’02
Cathlene Collins Paruch ’97
Bonnye Brimmer Perry ’63
Mr. and Mrs. David Petr
Rosemary Myers Pfeifer ’57
Mary Ann Pirone ’71
Ruth Politte ’61
Ms. Julie Portman
Patricia Finnegan Potts ’67
Margaret F. Price ’05
Ms. Carole Prince
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pund
Kathleen A. Quinlan ’60
Mary Kenny Quintin ’68
Claudia Schiavone Raab, M ED ’69
Susan Scherger Rabbitt ’65
Tracy Rahm ’89
Joan Fegan Ramatowski ’60
Ruth Margaret Raupp, CSJ ’43
Marie A. Ravarino ’54
Elizabeth Rayhel
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rediger
Mr. Karl Reif
Barbara Reilly ’76
Jan Stelloh Reilly ’66
Mrs. Ann E. Rhomberg
Gale Rice
Mr. William Rice
Jane Boeckmann Riley ’70
Mr. Joe Rocklage
Pat Bubela Roehr ’71
Carol Roleke Rotert ’65
Ms. Mary T. Rott ’06
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Rubio
Mr. and Mrs. William Rusnack
Ms. Jacqueline Russell
Helen DeCoursey Ruysser ’43
David Sandler ’08
Carole Sullivan Scaring ’61
Ms. Gail Schafers
Mary Luetkemeyer Schellman ’71
Yvonne DeMange Schenk ’65
Mary Martin Schenkenberg ’66
Ms. Karen L. Schmale




Ms. Sarah K. Schumacher
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Schurwan
Carol McInroy Schwab ’71
Ms. Janice L. Seele
Janet Sennett
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Shantz
Rose Shapiro
Kathleen Dougherty Sharkey ’59





Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Singer
Patricia Marsh Sinner ’63
Mr. and Mrs. William Sitzer
John and Patricia Slattery
Mary Tedford Slavens ’60
Mr. Donald Smith
Erika Bantle Smith ’68
Ms. Yolande Spears
Brent Spies
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Stafford
Ms. Carol Stannard




Catherine Quatmann Stoverink ’73
Joanne Arnold Strathearn ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Suchan
Mrs. Valerie R. Sullivan
Ruth Lamwersiek Svoboda ’48
Mr. David Sweigart
Jane Theissen
Bernadine N. Thien ’49
JoLane Oberle Thomas ’65
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Thompson
Jane Hillner Tielke ’55*
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Tipton
Mr. and Mrs. Terrence Tolan
Christina Trojahn ’05
Natasha Revoal Turner ’80
Mrs. Gina M. Tyckoson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Urberger
Mark Uthe ’05
Mary Ellen Schaefer Vander Linden ’64
George & Linda Venegoni & Family
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Venneman
Midge Viillella ’66
Patricia Degnan Voss ’55
Mr. Richard Voytas, J.D.
Alan Wahl
Mary Menne Wainscott, Ph.D. ’68
Suzanne Waller ’00
Mr. Kevin W. Walsh
Kay Lamear Walsh ’66
Mary Lee Walter ’68
Mr. Roy Walton
Jerry and Jeanette  
 Altepeter ’70 Wamser
Mrs. Mary J. Wappelhorst
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Warfsman
Jean Wasko
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Webb
Joan Clasquin Weber ’58
Mr. David Wedde
Aurelia Brennan Weil ’69
Margaret Steinicke Wheeler ’73
Kari Whelan
Cheryl Bartlett White ’68
Ms. Julie Whitley
Brooke Winkler Wibbenmeyer ’05
Mrs. Sally Wiese
Louise Wilkerson
Sue Guhman Wilkes ’60
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Willard
Ms. Marjorie Williamson
Phillis Goedert Wilson ’65
Camella Chien Wing ’52
Jacqueline Nowak Wink ’54
Mary Joan Woods ’68
Michelle Ungerank Yeoman ’93
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Younghouse  
 (Helen Kleir ’40)
Dorothy Westhoff Zeitinger ’52
carondelet society (continued)
$100 - $249









Employees Community Fund  
 of Boeing St. Louis
Employees Community Fund of  
 the Boeing Company
Fifth Third Bank
Follett Higher Education Group
General American Mutual  
 Holding Company
Geoff Rogers Motor Companies
George and Mary Rose Desloge  
 Family Fund of the Greater STL
Heckmann Painting
Hellenic Spirit Foundation
Hill Brothers Auto, Inc.
IBM Corporation Matching  
 Grants Program




Kitchen & Bath Concepts of  
 St. Simons, Inc.
KPMG LLP
Marian Middle School
MasterCard International  
 Matching Gifts Program
MetLife Foundation-
 Matching Gift Program
Morgan Stanley
Northeast Utilities System
Parsons Blewett Memorial Fund
Pfizer, Inc.




Rosalie A. Efken Trust
Shanahan Family Foundation
Sports Car Centre, Inc.
St. Louis District Dairy Council
The P & G Matching Gift Program
The Regional Arts Commission
The Shaughnessy Family Foundation
The Shepherd Foundation
Tony Glavin Soccer Club
Watson Road Veterinary Clinic
William and Rosemary Erman  
 Family Fund of The Greater  
 Cincinnati Foundation
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Alan E. Brainerd Interiors, Inc.
Ameren Corporate Communications
Anheuser-Busch Cos., Inc.
AT&T Foundation Matching  
 Gift Program
Bank of America Foundation  
 (Matching Gifts)
Belden Inc
Benjamin Moore & Company
BOA Construction Company
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Bryan Cave
C.A.P.S., Inc.
graduating class gift fund
December 2007 and May 2008
Dan Adkisson ’07
Geoffrey Baker ’08
Rebecca A. Balmer ’08
Dawn M. Beutler ’07
Victoria Blake ’07
Adrienne Burton ’08
Marilyn S. Collier-Brannin ’07
Verna M. Daniels ’07
Aaron Matthew Dickerson ’08
Nakia D. Durham ’08
Leslie A. Fiala ’08





Jefferson T. Jewett ’08
Janice M. Johnson ’08
Torrey L. Johnson ’08
Elizabeth Khuraibet ’08
Mark Scott Kurtz ’07
Alisa R. Lewis ’08







David H. Sandler ’08
Laura A. Schaefer ’07
Phillip H. Schaefer ’07
Laura Scheidegger ’08
Karen Schmale ’08
Angela E. Schmidt ’08
Julia Tate ’07
Yolunda R. Turner ’08
Gina M. Venegoni ’08
Carrie Watson ’08
Eileen Patrice Wilkins ’08
Wayne David Woodrum ’07
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corporations, foundations, & organizations
$5,000+








Missouri Colleges Fund, Inc.
Monsanto Fund
NCAA Strategic Alliance  
 Matching Grant
Northern Trust Bank, FSB
Pepsi-Cola Company
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
Southwest Bank
Superior Waterproofing &  
 Restoration Co., Inc.
U.S. Bank Bancorp
memorial gifts
In memory of ...
Beverly Imler
 ACT INC
 Ms. Cathleen Brethauer
 Mr. and Mrs. Don Butler
 Donald P. Burgo Ph.D.
 Mr. Timothy Cerny
 Ms. Geraldine Dusselier
 Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Haspiel
 Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hazen
 HCA Physicians Services
 Mr. and Mrs. Jon Imler
 Ms. Dana Manske
 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Masewicz
 Patrick Dusselier Foundation  
  Company, Inc.
 Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Singer
Beverly Imler (cont’d)
 Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Tynes
 Mr. C. M. Unterreiner
 Mr. and Mrs. Richard Warfsman
 Justine Whitteaker
Joan Klutho
 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Venker
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek ’58
 Judith Seibert DeVries ’58
Sister Marilyn Miller, CSJ
 Mrs. Charles A. Pons
Dorothy Nonnekamp ’33
 Helene Barton
 William J. Bollwerk
Dorothy Nonnekamp ’33 (cont’d)
 Brown, Smith, Wallace
 Thomas Coates
 George Convy
 Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Garbutt
 Katherine M. Genovese
 Jeanine Heller
 KPMG LLP
 James and Rosemary  
  Erman ’45 Noonan
 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paster
 PlanCorp, Inc.
 Rosemary Mantia  
  Quigley RD, LD ’67
 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schaefer
 Judith Tisdale
Dorothy Nonnekamp ’33 (cont’d)
 Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
 Carol Gund Wolken ’72
Sister Alberta Anne Ruys
 Margaret Frintrup Kiley ’67
 Mrs. Charles A. Pons
 Mary Lee Walter ’68
Mary Ann Wuller Schmitt ’71
 Miss Catherine Broughton
 Janet Dierks Hutz ’71
 Joseph and Sandra  
  Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
 Donna Panos Mau ’71
 Mary Lee Walter ’68
Mary Leona Hall Weber ’31
 Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
tribute gifts
In honor of ...
Sister Jane Hassett (cont’d)
 Donald Burgo, Ph.D.
 Ruth Butler, CSJ ’55
 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Caspari  
  (DeDe Dallas ’66)
 Sr. Ann Chamblin, CSJ ’56
 Matteo and Kathleen  
  Atchity ’66 Coco
 Marian Cowan, CSJ ’65
 Mary Cummings ’61
 Leo and Connie Boschert ’72  
  Diekman
 Marilyn Schmidt Diel ’65
 Carol Dillon
 Mrs. Karen Domagalski
 Marianne Dwyer, CSJ ’66
 Bonnie and L.B. Eckelkamp
 Mary Ferguson ’65
 Mr. Frank P. Ferrario
 Joan Filla, CSJ ’62
 Dorothy Fleck ’69
 William Friedman, Ph.D.
 Carl ’96 and Rita Jean  
  Solovitz ’65 Fust
 Barbara Gianino
 Dr. Dennis C. and  
  Monica A. Golden
 Donna Loretto Gunn, CSJ ’61
 Thomas and Kathleen  
  Toohey ’65 Gunn
 Margaret Guzzardo, CSJ ’67
 Kathryn Hackman
 Bruce W. Halliday
 Mary Pamela Harding, CSJ
Sister Jane Hassett (cont’d)
 Alice E. Harper ’70
 Jane “Mitch”ellette Hanneken ’52
 Mrs. Mary A. Herring
 Bill and Barbara  
  Gutting ’61 Hollenbeck
 Janet Dierks Hutz ’71
 Joann Augsburger Jana ’74
 Kathryn Kitslaar, CSJ ’60
 Monica Marie Kleffner, CSJ
 Sieglinde Kurz MM, FACHE ’61
 Joan Lampton, CSJ ’61
 Ruth Lavar, CSJ
 Joseph and Sandra  
  Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
 Joseph and Joan Lipic
 Mrs. Victoria E. Logston
 Jeanne Manley
 Donna Panos Mau ’71
 Kevin and Donna McCarthy ’79
 Celine Wuellner McEwan ’77
 Russell McMahan
 Mr. Justin R. Megahan
 Kathleen Mlinar, CSJ ’63
 Aline Mohrhaus, CSJ ’59
 Margaret Moore ’78
 Dr. and Mrs. Donald W. Moriarty
 Sister Ann Murray, CSJ ’65
 Rosalind Weesner Nadeau ’67
 Stephen Newman
 Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ ’54
 Audrey Olson, CSJ
 Jane Boeckmann Riley ’70
 Claire Roach ’59
Sister Jane Hassett (cont’d)
 Sr. Genevieve Robinson, OSB
 Pat Bubela Roehr ’71
 Salle Carl Scharf ’75
 Mary Martin Schenkenberg ’66
 Mrs. Catherine Schodrowski
 Colleen Schoendienst ’73
 Patricia Stack Seiler ’61
 Mrs. Virginia Senkosky
 Mr. Evren Senol
 Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
 Martha Smith, CSJ ’52
 Jane Snyder
 Audrey Naumann Steinfeld ’43
 Hon. Donald and Mary Ann  
  Kuhlman ’53 Stohr
 Joanne Arnold Strathearn ’71
 Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble
 Cecilia Sullivan, CSJ
 Anna Mary Teaff ’69
 Judith Bousson Teague ’68
 Karen Jungewaelter Thaman ’64
 Jane Theissen
 Maryellen Tierney, CSJ ’64
 Margaret Eugene Tucker, CSJ ’55
 Carol Kuehn Voss ’69
 Claudia Scholten Walkenbach ’73
 Afra Leavitt Walker, Ph.D. ’59
 Mary Lee Walter ’68
 Jerry and Jeanette  
  Altepeter ’70 Wamser
 Margaret Steinicke Wheeler ’73
 Charlotte Rice Wiedel ’64
 Randi and Jim Wilson
Sister Jane Hassett (cont’d)
 Wolfgang and Janie von Wolfseck
 Mary Joan Woods ’68
 Michaela M. Zahner, CSJ ’63
 David and Carolyn  
  Carroll ’60 Zwart
Deanna Jent and the  
Mustard Seed Theatre
 Claire Roach ’59
Sister Fran Maher
 Claire Roach ’59
Monsignor Robert McCarthy,  
Celebrating 50 years as a priest
 Patrick and Carol Donelan
Veronica McDonnell ’91,  
Receiving the Founders Award
 James and Karen  
  Clark ’98 Castellano
 Mr. and Mrs. William Rusnack
Shelly Moelm ’04
 Zachary Fleck
Bill & Sandi Rothwell
 Claire Roach ’59
 Richard and Heather Whipple
Mary Ann Stohr’s ’53,  
50th Wedding Anniversary
 David and Carolyn  
  Carroll ’60 Zwart
Leslie Wobbe ’98
 Ms. Lois J. Lingenfelter




Brown Shoe, Inc. Charitable Trust
Dolores Baltz ’53
 Mrs. Pauline B. Marsh
Mary Carolyn Reinhardt  
Burkemper ’55
 Gerry Eyerman ’55
 Jeanne Gantner Bruns ’55
Theresa Caglione 
 Ann A. Buehler Willis ’72
Leo and Bess Devine
 Drs. Joyce Devine ’51 and  
  Robert Woolsey
Katherine Hernan ’43
Mrs. Donna McMahon
 Sr. Mary Carol Anth’s Jubilee
 Madeleine Meyer Tatum ’68
Jennifer Black ’08
 Claire Roach ’59
Jeff Brown
 Mr. Keith M. Mosier




 Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Golden
 Dr. and Mrs. Larry Gettleman
 Suzy and Sherwood Stark
Charlotte Gund
 Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Gund
Helen J. Guyol ’41
 Kitty Peer
Sister Jane Hassett
 Marie Damien Adams, CSJ
 Tom and Cathy Ahillen
 Mr. Harry Bahr
 Dr. Christine (Nauert) Bahr ’80
 Mrs. Birgitta Bannister
 Kay Barnes
 Helene Barton
 Carolyn Caudle Berra ’76
 Rafaela Amantea Blum ’65
 Patricia Bober, CSJ
 Regina Brandt, CSJ
23
legacy society
Joan C. Fuchs ’57
Lillian Y. Fujihara ’52
JoAnn Gallen ’77
Patricia Gassett ’57
Carol E. Giblin ’57
Mary Hartrich ’67
Patricia C. Helmich ’77
Paula R. Karpman ’72
Karen Keefer-Sanders ’82
Margaret Kiley ’67
Bonnie M. Korte ’72
Allison Krieger ’92
Patricia M. Lillis ’57
Margaret V. Maier ’47
Marie H. Minneman ’47







Barbara K. Phelps ’02
Ann E. Rhomberg ’87
Celeste J. Rossmiller ’72
Dotty Steele ’67
Ruth M. Stroble ’52
Betty A. Terschluse ’57
Caroline Wenberg ’06
Sally Wiese ’57
Lynda R. Wright ’62
Patricia A. Wrob ’57
Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008 * deceased
Diane Medic Abernathy ’71
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti  
 (Elizabeth Ann Miller ’77)
Rosemarie Archangel ’52
Madonna Mueller Atwood ’75
Mr. and Mrs. David Ault
Arlene Toeben Bakula ’59
Cheryl Berman Berman-Beaver ’78
Dolores Kinsella Box ’49
Pauline Bozdech-Veater ’71
Sarah (Sammie) Morris Brickel ’66
Elise Byrne ’39
Igino and Kathleen Caira
George and Ann Luttrell ’63 Croal
Joyce Culpepper ’63
Linda Kemper Daniels ’69
Betty Huber Drozeski ’62 for  
 Legacy Neil and Betty  
 Huber ’62 Drozeski
Meneve Dunham
Rosalie Millman Efken ’56
Mr. and Mrs. William Erman  
 (Rosemary Fitzburgh ’57)
Catherine Esser ’37
Mary Ferguson ’65




James and Lee Hynek ’63 Gunn
Alice E. Harper ’70
Jane Hassett, CSJ
Cecilia Hederman ’43
Angeline Marino Heumann ’58
Veronica Grob Hicks ’68
Margaret Hyatt* ’47
Mary Jackson ’91
Dorothea Wells James ’42
Elizabeth Jones ’59
Pamela Sloofman Kanter ’73
William Sanders III and Karen  
 Keefer-Sanders, M.D. ’82
Virginia Kelahan ’36
Mary Lou Miller Kleine* ’57
Sieglinde Kurz MM, FACHE ’61
Deborah Bergfeld Levy ’81
Vincent S. Lipe ’79
Jeff and Sandra Vlach ’88 Lorber
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek* ’58
Ann Bischof Mathis ’41
Victoria McGee-Harris
Lee and June McKinney
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Mrs. Betty Wyers Metzger ’53
Leontone Meyer ’35
Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44
Francis* and Jacqueline Post ’58 Miller
James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore
Jeremiah and Kathryn Lee  
 Eames ’81 Nixon
Martha Holloran O’Grady ’64
Mary Estelle O’Keefe-Simpson ’85
Joan Steffen O’Reilly ’51
Mrs. Julia (Roerkohl) Okenfuss ’60
Pierce and Susan Powers, Jr.
Julie Percy Quinn ’63
Helen Ravasrino ’42*




Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61
George and Barbara  
 Quick ’50 Schaefer 
Suzanne Brussman Shaw ’55
Mary McCubbin Sinclair ’82
Kathleen Sloan ’38
Shirley Jahoda Stanley ’64
Audrey Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Mary C. Steuterman, M.D. ’73
Myra Foulke Styffe ’87
Bernadine N. Thien ’49
Nancy Murphy Thro ’55
Kenneth and Mary Jo  
 Drager ’70 Voertman
Priscilla Waring
Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
Theodore Wenzlick ’99
William ’83 and Margaret ’80 Wester
Marie Sansone Zucchero ’42
reunion class scholarship donors
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Barbara Atteln ’67
Mary E. Behrmann ’62
Nina K. Bryans ’57
Mary Kay Campbell ’77
Suzanne M. Cross ’72
Nathan Diel ’95
Eileen E. Diel ’96
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Benefactors are recognized for their cumulative gifts/grants to the University.
Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008 * deceased
gifts in kind
Northern Trust Bank, FSB




The Rossiter Society is named for Mother Agnes Rossiter, CSJ, Superior General  
of the Sisters of St. Joseph when Fontbonne University was chartered in 1917.
Anonymous
Archdiocese of St. Louis
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Brown Shoe, Inc. Charitable Trust
Gerald and Loretta Cassidy
Dana Brown Charitable Trust
Durr Family Trust- 
 Katherine Flynt Durr ’39
E. Reuben & Gladys Flora  
 Grant Charitable Trust
Leo and Nancy Haas
Whitney and Anna Harris
Hewlett-Packard 
IBM Corporation Matching  
 Grants Program
Interco, Inc.
William T. Kemper Foundation
John Allan Love Charitable Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. E. Desmond Lee
Lee and June McKinney
Mercantile Trust Company
Richard K. and Jane  
 Brandau ’47 Mersman, Jr.
Mulac & Engel Charitable  
 and Religious Trust
National Science Foundation
NCAA Strategic Alliance  
 Matching Grant
Jeremiah and Kathryn Lee  
 Eames ’81 Nixon
Edward and Colette  
 Crowley ’65 O’Brien
William and Sandra Rothwell
Anthony F. Sansone, Sr. Family
Gene and Kathleen Schwarting
Kathleen C. Sloan ’38
Edward B. Stevens
Nancy Murphy Thro ’55
University of Louisville
John and Joan Bayot ’66 Vatterott
Adelaide G. Welge Trust
fontbonne society
$1,000,000+
The Fontbonne Society is named for Mother St. John Fontbonne,  
who refounded the Sisters of St. Joseph in 1808 after the French  
Revolution. At the invitation of Bishop Rosati, she sent the  
first six Sisters of St. Joseph to the United States in 1836.
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
Anonymous
Missouri Colleges Fund, Inc.
Claire Roach ’59




The Bishop Rosati Society is named for the Bishop of  
the Diocese of St. Louis, who asked the Sisters of St. Joseph  
to come to St. Louis in the 19th century to teach the deaf.
Charles L. Drury




Audrey Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble
medaille society
$100,000 - $499,999
The Medaille Society is named for Jean Pierre Medaille, S.J.,  
who founded the Sisters of St. Joseph in 1650.
Ameren UE
AT&T Missouri
Mr. and Mrs. Van-Lear Black III
Joanne Brooks
James and Karen Clark ’98 Castellano
Caterpillar Foundation
George and Ann Luttreel ’63 Croal
Vernon and Kathy Eardley
Edward C. Garvey  
 Memorial Foundation





Daniel and Eleanor Halloran ’63 Ferry
Marguerite (Peggy) Forrest
Charles and June Gallagher
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
Thomas and Kathleen  
 Toohey ’65 Gunn
David and Betty Jones
Elizabeth Jones ’59
William and Tracey  
 Causey ’97 Marshall
Victoria McGee-Harris
Michael and Eleanor Miller
National Science Foundation
Norman J. Stupp Foundation -  
 Commerce Bank Trustee
Pepsi-Cola Company
Jerry and Peggy Ritter
George and Barbara  
 Quick ’50 Schaefer
Solutia Fund
The Brooks Foundation
The Center for Nanoscience
The Teagle Foundation, Inc.
U. S. Department of Energy
U.S. Bank Bancorp
Kenneth and Mary Jo  
 Drager ’70 Voertman
Jim and Mary Bruno ’68 Werle
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Marie Sansone Zucchero ’42
le puy society
$25,000 - $49,999




The Boeing Company 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Caspari  
 (DeDe Dallas ’66)
Clarkson Group Foundation
Matteo and Kathleen Atchity ’66 Coco
Commerce Bank of St. Louis
Louis and Marilyn  
 Montileone ’61 Dell’Orco
Meneve Dunham
Bernard and Marilyn Edison
Rosalie Millman Efken ’56
Mr. and Mrs. William Erman  
 (Rosemary Fitzburgh ’57)
Ernst and Young Foundation
Dorothy Fleck ’69
General Dynamics Corporation
Peter and Clare Genovese
George Warren Brown Foundation
Nancy Boos ’76 and  
 Michael R. Georgen
Margaret Gilleo
Charlotte Bussmann Gund ’39
Harry Edison Foundation
Daniel and Catherine Human
Kwame Building Group
Laclede Gas Charitable Trust
Joseph and Sandra Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
Joseph and Joan Lipic
Mary Ranken Jordan and Ettie A.  
 Jordan Charitable Foundation
Joseph and Helen McGlynn
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Meltzer Family Foundation





Joan Steffen O’Reilly ’51
Orscheln Industries Foundation 
Mrs. Robert Osterholt  
 (Henrietta Binder ’45)
The P & G Matching Gift Program 
Parsons Blewett Memorial Fund
Pierce and Susan Powers
Sara Lee
Carl and Merlyn Price ’58 Schack
Marilyn Schnuck
Joseph and Rosemary Shaughnessy
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent E. Shaw
Kathleen Sloan ’38
Southwest Bank
James and Carol Conway ’63 Spehr
Joanne Arnold Strathearn ’71
Trudy B. and John D.* Valentine Fund
Bill and Toni Walker
Webb Foundation
Drs. Joyce Devine ’51 and  
 Robert Woolsey
David and Carolyn Carroll ’60 Zwart






















Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008 * deceased
cumulative societies (continued)
Benefactors are recognized for their cumulative gifts/grants to the University.
o’hara society
$10,000 - $24,999
The O’Hara Society is named for Mother M. Irene O’Hara, CSJ, first President of Fontbonne University from 1923 - 1929.




Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Richard and Violet Anth
Tobias P. Anth




Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Bolinske  
 (Anne Kramolowsky ’47)
BSI Constructors, Inc.
C.A.P.S., Inc.
The Caleb C. and Julia W. Dula  
 Educational and Charitable Fn
Julian and Eileen Carr
Chartwells Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Chivetta
Clifford Willard Gaylord Foundation
Coca-Cola Company Matching Gift
Bill and Cathy Corr
George and Ann Luttrell ’63 Croal
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Desloge
Thomas and Joan Koziatek ’80 Egan
Energizer
Erman Family Fund of the Greater  
 Cincinnati Foundation
Catherine Esser ’37
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Etter
Farmers Insurance Group Scholarship
Mary Ferguson ’65
Phil and Kathy Fina
Patrick and Joyce Finneran
Fisher Controls International
Follett Higher Education Group
Fontbonne University Alumni Assn
Ellen Ansorge Friesen Schmidt ’79
James and Kathleen Nestor ’75 Frey
Gail Hornsby Gauthier ’63
Michael and Karen  
 (DeGuire) ’65 Gedera
Goodson Environmental Services, Ltd.
August Griesedieck*
James and Lee Hynek ’63 Gunn
Bruce W. Halliday
Edward and Lillian Higgins
Rosejoan Kisling Holden ’45
Bill and Barbara  
 Gutting ’61 Hollenbeck
Margaret Hyatt* ’47
Institute For Professional Development
Joann Augsburger Jana ’74
Gary and Carolyn  
 Kuciejczyk ’64 Johnson
Darryl T. and Villajean M. ’94 Jones
William Sanders III and Karen  
 Keefer-Sanders, M.D. ’82
Dr. and Mrs. Al Knight  
 (Nanette Falk ’71)
Gary and Patricia Krosch
Randall ’89 and Donna ’89 Kruep
Sieglinde Kurz MM, FACHE ’61
Kwame Foundation




Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44
Military Order Purple Heart
Carol Shaughnessy Miller ’57
Missouri Campus Compact
Joe Noelker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Noonan  
 (Gabrielle Chadeayne ’80)
Gerald and Suzanne Noonan
James and Rosemary  
 Erman ’45 Noonan
Northern Trust Bank, FSB
Lucile O’Gorman*
Petrolite Corporation
Robert and Rosemary  
 Noser ’61 Pickle
Mary and Robert Plane
Price Waterhouse Foundation
Pulitzer Publishing Co. Foundation
Helen Badaracco Ravarino* ’42
Martha Re ’58
The Regional Arts Commission
Mike and Pattie Ristau
RubinBrown LLP
Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61
Jim and Kathryn Sansone
Albert Schoendienst
Joseph and Rosemary Shaughnessy
State of Missouri
Myra Foulke Styffe ’87
James and Anne Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Thompson
John and Lucy George ’55 Tucker
Union Pacific Corporation
Gregory and Susan Vatterott
The Vatterott Foundation
John and Beverly Wagner
Jerry and Jeanette  
 Altepeter ’70 Wamser
Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
Ralph and Patricia Webster
Whitaker Foundation
Barbara Krausel ’60 Wick
Orrin Wightman III
John and Suzanne Willian
Gary and Denese Zack
vachon society
$5,000 - $9,999
The Vachon Society is named for Sister Suzanne Marie Vachon, CSJ, President of Fontbonne University from 1954 - 1957.
A. G. Edwards
Advertising Savants, Inc.
AFS Family LTD. Partnership
Allen P & Josephine B Green  
 Foundation
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti  




Kathleen Kenny Arenz ’69
Carroll Cunningham Baechle ’60
Paula Montie Bakula ’66
Bank of America Foundation  
 (Matching Gifts)
John and Marilee Barry
Peggy Benoist
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Binz  
 (Marietta Saunders ’53)
Jerry M. Bladdick
Robert Butler
Jeanne Leritz Callahan ’51
Charles F. Vatterott & Co.
Christopher and Anne Chivetta
Daniel Cronin
Lilyan Crowley
Kathleen C. Dailey ’72
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Betty Huber Drozeski ’62 for  
 Legacy Neil and Betty  
 Huber ’62 Drozeski
Rev. Jack Fleming
Dr. Roberta S. Flynn PsyD
William Friedman, Ph.D.
General American Charitable  
 Foundation
General American Mutual  
 Holding Company
Carol Giblin ’57
Richard Greenberg and Claire Schenk
Helen Guyol ’41
William and Mary Grace Guyol
Alice E. Harper ’70
Angeline Marino Heumann ’58
Carmen Villalobos Hodge ’61
Elizabeth Burton Holmes ’66
J. A. Wachter Builders, Inc.
J.A. Glynn
Gary and Carolyn  
 Kuciejczyk ’64 Johnson
Stephen and Mary T.  
 Hutchison ’71 Kappel
Kraig and Sandy Kreikemeier
Anita Buie Lamont ’69
Joan Lescinski, CSJ
Lucy Lopata
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek ’58*
Connie Fiedler McManus ’52
Monsanto Funding
Morgan Stanley
James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore
J. Harrison and Lillian Morson




The Honorable Margaret M. Nolan ’52
Anna Suetsugu Nomura ’54
North Port Associates
Mrs. Julia (Roerkohl) Okenfuss ’60
Mel Patton
James and Susan Peller ’58
Rose Perotti ’52
Peter and Evelyn Puleo
Daphne C. Ramirez ’37
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reintjes  
 (Carolyn Lewis ’55)
Rockwell International Corp.
Rotary Club of St Louis
Kathy Martini Saier ’69




Shannon O’Tool & Supply Co.




St. Louis Home Economist
Hon. Donald and Mrs. Mary Ann  
 Kuhlman ’53 Stohr
Jean Stoner
Superior Waterproofing &  
 Restoration Co., Inc.




Lawrence and Patricia  
 Reddan ’58 Van Rhein
William and Sue  
 Harter ’60 Wachter
Honorable Beverly Wagner
Claudia Scholten Walkenbach ’73
Timothy and Jane Fowler ’96 Walsh
Eleanor Waltuch
Claire Saenger Weiler ’59
James White ’96
Judith Willard ’81
Randi and Jim Wilson
Wolfgang and Janie von Wolfseck
Michaela M. Zahner, CSJ ’63
fontbonne university board of trustees (2008 - 2009)
Marie Damien Adams, CSJ
Vernon J. Eardley
Bonnie J. Eckelkamp




Mary Tobias Hagan, CSJ
Jerrilyn M. Hoffmann
Darryl T. Jones




Joseph G. Lipic, Sr.
Joseph B. McGlynn, Jr.
Rose D. McLarney, CSJ
Audrey L. Olson, CSJ
Suzanne Wesley, CSJ
Marquita Wiley
Richard Greenberg, General Counsel
Elizabeth Peplow, CSJ
Helen V. Ryan, CSJ
Paula V. Smith




Office of Communications & Marketing
6800 Wydown Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63105-3098




 Fontbonne University has announced a major restructuring 
of its academic departments in a move designed to create 
greater synergy and provide opportunities for collaboration.
 The College of Global Business and Professional Studies is 
the first of three academic colleges planned for the university, 
according to officials. All current undergraduate and graduate 
business programs, including those in the OPTIONS program 
for adult learners, fall under the new college, the first ever  
for Fontbonne.
   “As we advance 
Fontbonne’s role as an 
educational leader into 
the next decade and 
beyond, it is helpful 
to look at the recent 
steady growth and 
demand for our unique 
programs,” said Greg 
Taylor, Fontbonne’s executive vice president for strategy and 
operations. “Our expansion with new programs and at new 
locations, particularly in the related business disciplines, 
indicates that Fontbonne has unlimited potential.”
 The other two colleges slated for development are arts and  
sciences, and applied human sciences and educational studies.
 “There is a degree of  
synergy we can achieve  
by grouping related academic  
areas into one cohesive unit,”  
said Dr. Nancy Blattner,  
Fontbonne’s vice president  
and dean for academic affairs.  
“The collaboration that can occur  
within these colleges will be  
substantial and will likely affect  
programming, curriculum development  
and the way in which students, as well  
as prospective students, view us.”
 Heading up the new college will be Dr.  
Linda Maurer, Fontbonne’s current dean of business.
 “This is an exciting time for the university as a whole  
and specifically the students and alumni in our business  
and OPTIONS programs,” Maurer said. “Our concentration  
on a ‘global’ perspective goes beyond the name of this  
new college. We recognize the importance of an 
international focus in today’s environment,  
and we strive to integrate a world view  
throughout our programs and curriculum.”
“Our expansion with new programs 
... particularly in the related business 
disciplines,indicates that Fontbonne 
has unlimited potential.”
– Greg Taylor, Executive VP
